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Our Marlow Explorer 97E, hull #5, will make an encore appearance at the Miami International Boat Show. This 

show stopping yacht continues the Marlow tradition of taking pride in setting and meeting manufacturing 

standards allowing customers a great amount of flexibility in designing a yacht that fits their needs while 

satisfying the international standards organizations rigid oversight and requirements. She boasts brilliant 

performance in speed, range and economy.   

Her Oyster White hull, topped by her gleaming and porcelain like superstructure, features four staterooms and 

crew quarters.  The master stateroom with perfectly matched exotic woods is designed with his and her heads.  

As one enters this expansive stateroom, your gaze is immediately attracted to the high gloss Burl wood panel 

above the king sized headboard along with nature’s complimentary variances in burl nightstand counter tops. 

The custom flybridge aft of the command bridge features a custom boat deck bar with fixed barstools, sink and 

convenient cabinetry showing the exquisite fit and finish that Marlow is known for.  Just forward of the 

command bridge, a private sun lounge allows for a quality relaxing arena.  The fore and aft decks are 

comfortable extensions of the yacht allowing space for a quiet dinner, drinks, conversation and relaxation. 

Exceptional speed and performance are standard Marlow Hallmarks and this new 97 is no exception with top 

speeds of 30 knots in medium load conditions, with a range that is normally off limits to vessels of this size 

other than very large commercial boats or purpose designed and built global ranging yachts. Featuring the speed 

of high performance day boats with large engines with the comfort and amenities of a long distance 

passagemaker, the Marlow 97 is exceptional in every detail. 
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Marlow Yachts enjoys the highest rating available under CE Ocean Class yachts.   Microscopic inspection and 

testing of our proprietary Full Stack Infusion® process verifies no other technology equals this exciting 

breakthrough in strength or durability.  

As casual observers are often heard to exclaim “It must be a Marlow!”  

Visit us at the Miami International Boat Show–NEW LOCATION-Miami Marine Stadium Park and Basin 

on Virginia Key. 

  

Marlow Explorer 97E Specifications   

Length Overall (LOA) 100’11”   

Length Waterline (LWL) 83’    

Beam: 21’ 6”       

Draft: 5’ 3” 

 # # # 

North American and International Inquiries: 

Web:  www.marlowyachts.com 

Email:   sales@marlowyachts.com 

Phone:  1-800-362-2657 

http://www.marlowyachts.com/
mailto:sales@marlowyachts.com

